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YahooSite Explorer Offline - CEMPER.COM Launches New Link Research
Tools Edition with up to 7.500 Additional Links

The new Link Boost feature doubles the amount of found backlinks!

(PRWEB) December 05, 2011 -- The search engine marketing agency CEMPER.COM launched the latest
version of the Link Research Tools. This comprehensive update includes improvements for thefully
international user base including US, UK, Australia and all European countries including Germany, France and
others. The outstanding feature "Link Boost" allows up to 7.500 additional back link items to be found. This is
achieved by crawling 22 link sources. This means the number of backlinks found is doubled for all users from
now on.

The number of backlinks to be analyzed is critical factor for every search marketer. Since the YahooSite
Explorer went offline on November 21 a lot of low-cost tools stopped listing results at all. To increase value for
its user base the Link Research Tools Link Boost now shows up to 7.500 additional links. This feature offers the
users more ways to optimize their given backlink profile without relying on unreliable sources.

After extensive testing with many customers CEMPER.COM released the first version of the Link Research
Tools API programming interface. Guidelines, tutorials and sample code are available for the users to integrate
their in-house systems and protect their IT investments. Integration allows the users of Link Research Tools to
combine their in-house data with the up-to-the minute fresh data of the Link Research Tools.

To follow users’ wishes CEMPER.COM now provides integration into various workflow solutions, starting
with “Raven Tools." This allows users to improve their link building campaigns by sending orders directly to
their workflow tool. More integration with other workflow tools is being planned.

Christoph C. Cemper, the creator of the Link Research Tools comments: "We don’t compromise on our SEO
work, so we develop the necessary software on our own. This knowledge is now also available to other SEOs.”

Search engine optimization refers to a method that helps a company to get easily and frequently found in the
regular search results on Google or other search engines.

Company profile
CEMPER.COM is an internet service agency specialized in link building and search engine optimization. The
agency offers link building strategies, creation of content and SEO tools. The company is based in Vienna,
Austria, Europe and was founded in 2003. CEMPER.COM serves over 500 international customers in the US,
UK, Australia and all European countries including Germany, France and others.
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Contact Information
Christoph C. Cemper
CEMPER.COM
http://www.cemper.com
(800) 606 9766 +43 1 236 63 85

Christoph C. Cemper
Link Research Tools
http://www.linkresearchtools.com/
(800) 606 9766 +43 1 236 63 85

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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